
WSTIMS For Windows
Fix List

Status Priority
Program
Version Component Issue Notes

Close H 6.0.1.9 Load Trick Video Naming convention with FirstName LastName_1.avi
Currently the algorythm looks for P1 or P2.

Changed matching algorythm to look for just a 
number in the 3rd node and use that as the pass if it 
equals 1 or 2

Close M 6.0.1.9 Slalom Entry Need to enter a note on the last pass in the notes textbox.  
Currently used to indicate that a pass was reviewed when 
there is a discripancy in the judges scores.  Currently it does 
not save that textbox if the time has already been entered

Modified "Skier Done" button to show dialog when 
the notes textbox has a value.  With this dialog 
shown it then saves the text and the score

Close H 6.0.1.9 Trick Calc Marking a trick OOC that is not at the bottom and the 
remaining tricks are being counted in the score

All tricks after the one marked OOC are also marked 
OOC

Close M 6.0.1.9 Trick Video Load Need to recognize when 2 video files in an input list are 
assigned to the same round

Added check for 2 input files being assigned to the 
same pass.

Close M 6.0.1.9 Officials Assignments Need the ability to copy officials to the runoff round. This feature actually already existed but the copy 
feature is very un-intuitive.  I added some messaging 
on the copy confirmation windoww to make it much 
more clear.  This should help considerably

Close L 6.0.1.9 Official Work Assignments Assigned an individual as safety in the jump event but didn't 
receive credit in the Official Work Record

Discovered a missing update statement for jump 
safety official credits from assignments

Close H 6.0.1.9 Nops Calculator Update NOPS data for 2021 ski season Updated
Close H 6.0.1.9 Records AWSA, IWWF, NCWSA records Updated
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